
Japan shaken but not knocked down after
Tokyo earthquake

A Tokyo earthquake measuring 6.9 hit Japan Monday afternoon. The quake

affected a broad swath of the country



Evening crowds in the Ginza district of Tokyo.
afternoon, shaking buildings across a broad swath of the country.
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TOKYO

A 6.9-magnitude earthquake struck off Japan's southern coast Tuesday
the country and swaying buildings in downtown Tokyo.

No damage or injuries were immediately reported, and Japan's meteorological agency said there
was no danger of a tsunami.

The temblor hit at 12:25 p.m. local time (0325 GMT), w
Islands, about 500 miles (800 kilometers) south of the main Japanese island, the agency said. It
struck at a depth of 300 miles (480 kilometers).

Japan's meteorological agency reported a magnitude of 6.9, however, the U
said the quake was 6.6. The reason for the discrepancy was not immediately clear.

The Ogasawara are known as the Bonin Islands outside of Japan.

Japan is one of the most earthquake
7.2 killed 6,400 people in the western port city of Kobe.
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magnitude earthquake struck off Japan's southern coast Tuesday, shaking a broad swath of
the country and swaying buildings in downtown Tokyo.

No damage or injuries were immediately reported, and Japan's meteorological agency said there

The temblor hit at 12:25 p.m. local time (0325 GMT), with the epicenter near the Ogasawara
Islands, about 500 miles (800 kilometers) south of the main Japanese island, the agency said. It
struck at a depth of 300 miles (480 kilometers).

Japan's meteorological agency reported a magnitude of 6.9, however, the U.S. Geological Survey
said the quake was 6.6. The reason for the discrepancy was not immediately clear.

The Ogasawara are known as the Bonin Islands outside of Japan.

Japan is one of the most earthquake-prone countries in the world. In 1995, a quake of mag
7.2 killed 6,400 people in the western port city of Kobe.
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Earthquake in Haiti
Tuesday afternoon, January 12th, the worst earthquake in 200 years - 7.0 in magnitude - struck

less than ten miles from the Caribbean city of Port-au-Prince, Haiti. The initial quake was later

followed by twelve aftershocks greater than magnitude 5.0. Structures of all kinds were damaged

or collapsed, from shantytown homes to national landmarks. It is still very early in the recovery

effort, but millions are likely displaced, and thousands are feared dead as rescue teams from all

over the world are now descending on Haiti to help where they are able. As this is a developing

subject, I will be adding photos to this entry over the next few days, but at the moment, here is a

collection of photos from Haiti over the past 24 hours


